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Deflection routing has been recognized as a potential candidate for output contention resolution in packet-switched networks when buffering of packets is not practical. In this paper, we investigate the performance of multichannel deflection-routed networks with no packet injection control, strict packet injection control, and a simple token-bucket-based packet injection control. The analytical performance models of multichannel deflection-routed networks with strict packet injection control are derived. Simulation results show that the analytical models can accurately predict the performance regardless of the network topology, number of channels, and packet injection control methods. We observed that the end-to-end throughput-delay and the packet re-transmission performance at sources can be largely improved by using simple packet injection control mechanisms such as the proposed token-bucket-based method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deflection routing has been recognized as a potential candidate for output contention resolution in packet-switched networks when buffers are not practical or too expensive to implement [1-3], such as in all-optical networks. In deflection-routed networks, packets that lose in the contention for their desired outputs are deflected through available outputs to neighboring nodes. The deflected packets are then routed to their destinations by the neighboring nodes. Deflection routing simplifies the implementation and operation of packet-switched networks because buffers are no longer needed.

Lowering the cost per packet deflection and reducing the packet deflection rate are two valid approaches to improve the performance of deflection-routed networks. Lowering the cost of each deflection typically requires nodes to select outputs that will lead to the next least cost routing paths for the deflected packets. Thus the nodes must have sufficient computational capability for complicated packet processing and this is difficult to achieve if the data transmission rate is high. Although various approaches have been proposed to reduce the required computations and hardware complexity, the advantages are often offset by different practical concerns [3].

In contrast, lowering the packet deflection rate generally does not require complicated packet processing but needs more hardware or network-wide status information. For example, substantial throughput-delay performance improvement can be obtained by replacing a single high speed channel by multiple lower speed ones with the same aggregate capacity [4]. The main concern of multichannel deflection-routed networks is the implementation cost. In optical networks, larger optical switches, wavelength converters, wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers, and/or timeslot interchangers (TSIs) will be additionally required to implement the multichannel capacity on deflection-routed networks. We may therefore need to keep the number of channels per link small even if a larger number of channels will provide better system performance.

Packet injection control, which requires basic network status information, is another handy approach to improve the network performance [5], [6]. Packet injection control has been a powerful tool to improve system performance for networks with static packet routing paths such as multiple protocol label switching (MPLS) and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks, [5], [6]. So far, lowering the cost per packet deflection such as the deflection preference in [3] seems to be more attractive for improving the performance of deflection-routed networks. There are only a handful of studies on packet injection control for deflection routing communication networks [7-9]. As far as the required hardware and processing capability are concerned, however, packet injection control can be a viable solution.

In this paper, we propose to combine multichannel deflection-routing with different packet injection control methods to improve the performance of communication networks, especially all-optical networks. The contributions in this paper are:

- The first to propose combining multichannel approach with packet injection control to improve the performance of deflection-routed networks.
- The first to derive the analytical performance models of the multichannel deflection-routed networks with strict packet injection control.
- By comparing with simulation results, it is shown that the analytical models can provide accurate performance predictions regardless of the network topology, number of channels, and packet injection control methods.
- Two packet injection control schemes have been proposed: the strict packet injection control and the token-bucket-based packet injection control.
- Strict injection control has better end-to-end delay throughput performance but its local packets may have large retransmissions at the source node in most of the
loading ranges apart from the very high loading cases.

- The token-bucket-based method is proposed because of its flexibility. Its performance can be similar to normal deflection routing (no packet injection control) when loading is low and that of strict packet injection control when loading is high.

- Simulation results show that packet injection control is an effective way to improve the performance of deflection-routed networks. Both the end-to-end delay-throughput and the packet retransmission performance at sources can be improved by using simple packet injection control mechanisms such as the proposed token-bucket-based method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background of multichannel deflection-routed networks, packet injection control, and the structure of optical network nodes with wavelength converters and TSIs are first reviewed in Section II-A. Strict packet injection control is discussed in Section II-B. Token-bucket-based control is further proposed in Section II-C to allow more flexibility in performance tuning. As shown in Section IV-B, its performance can be similar to deflection routing without packet injection control when loading is low and that of strict packet injection control when loading is high. The analytical performance model for all-optical multichannel deflection-routed networks with strict packet injection control is derived in Section III. To facilitate the discussion of equation derivation, all variables are listed in the Appendix. Those who are not interested in details of the model derivation can go directly to Section III-B6 which numerically solves the probabilities in the model to evaluate the network throughput-delay performance. The accuracy of the analytical performance model is verified using simulations in Section IV-A. The performance of different kinds of packet injection controls are demonstrated in Section IV-B. A conclusion is given in Section V.

II. MULTICHANNEL DEFLECTION-ROUTED NETWORKS AND PACKET INJECTION CONTROL

A. Background

Packet deflection was first proposed in hot-potato routing [10] for distributed communication networks. It has been later used in massively parallel machines such as Connection Machine [11] to facilitate interconnection between processing boards. These systems are equipped with buffers though packet deflection has reduced the required buffering and processing of packets. To totally eliminate the need of buffers in intermediate nodes, [1] first proposed a slotted deflection-routed network with features of (1) packet deflection, (2) same in-degree and out-degree of a node, (3) packets carried in fixed size timeslots transmitting at the same rate everywhere in the network, (4) transit packets always having priority over local packets, and (5) synchronized timeslot transmission at each node. Deflection routing was original proposed for slotted packet-switched networks [1-3], [7-17] but the concept of deflection has been widely applied in other kinds of communication networks for performance improvement [18-21]. Deflection routing has become a general term for networks solving output contention by deflection regardless of the deflected data units being packets (with fixed size [1-3], [7-17] or with variable length [18], [19]), or even bursts of packets [20], [21].

Deflection routing is popular in all-optical networks because optical packet buffering is not practical yet and the concern of optical-electrical conversion (O/E) overhead makes electronic buffering and processing packets unattractive [22]. If the networks are electric, however, deflection routing as well as the proposed schemes will also be useful to performance improvement but may be less attractive because packet buffering and processing can be handled by electrical devices in most situations. Nevertheless, multiple channel capability is readily available in all-optical networks. As shown in Fig. 1, a K-degree node of a wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network of W wavelength channels per link.

Fig. 1 A K-degree node in networks with W wavelength channels per link.
B. Strict packet injection control

We can improve the performance of a deflection-routed network without extra hardware by controlling the time and condition that a newly generated local packet is sent into the network. The simplest method is called strict packet injection control which does not require any network-wide status information. In strict packet injection control, a local packet will be rejected from entering the source node whenever its desired output is not available. We assume that the rejected local packets will be retransmitted from the user machines a random time later (please refer to Section III-B3 for detail). It is similar to the pre-routing access scheme in [7] and the transmit hold access technique in [8] but without requiring source buffering and with the capability to handle arbitrary network topology with non-uniform traffic distributions. By forcing the source nodes to send local packets only to the desired outputs, we guarantee that no local packets will be deflected at the sources. Once a packet enters the network, it may also encounter output contentions during its trip to the destination but the number of deflections will be substantially reduced because of the reduction in the number of deflected packets. Strict packet injection control can significantly improve the end-to-end packet throughput-delay performance, but local packets may have a large number of retransmissions at the sources.

C. Token-bucket-based packet injection control

The packet injection by strict control approach is rigid and conservative. No packet deflection at source is allowed in all loading ranges and traffic situations of the network. It also lacks the flexibility in adjusting packet retransmission rates even if we can tolerate some increment of end-to-end delay. Other packet injection control methods are therefore needed but they should not increase the implementation complexity too much. Therefore, proposals assuming sophisticated processing such as session communications, end-to-end signaling, and collaboration between nodes will not be appropriate [9]. From the performance analysis (either by simulations or by the analytical models shown in Section III-B), we observe that strict packet injection control will have smaller retransmission rate and better end-to-end throughput-delay performance than that of networks without the injection control if the loading of the system is high. This suggests a new and simple packet injection control approach by mixing the two packet injection control approaches, i.e., the sources impose little control on packet injection when the system is lightly loaded and automatically tightens the packet injection control when the system loading increases. To simplify the implementation of such packet injection control, we adopt the idea from the token-bucket mechanism that has been widely used in ATM networks to regulate the traffic flows [5]. Packet deflections at the sources of the proposed deflection-routed networks will be controlled and regulated by a token-bucket-based method, an early version of which has been given in [28].

At each source, there is a counter TOKEN_POOL that increases with time of \( A_T \) tokens per timeslot until the tokens in the counter is equal to a predefined value POOL_SIZE. We define \( P \) as the required number of tokens for a source to handle a packet deflection/rejection. A local packet will need \( P \) tokens from the TOKEN_POOL to be sent (deflected) into the network if its desired output is not available. Unlike traditional token-bucket approaches, however, \( P \) tokens will also be subtracted from TOKEN_POOL even if the packet transmission fails, i.e., there is no available output. Note that both packet rejection and deflection consume \( P \) tokens in TOKEN_POOL. As long as tokens arrive at TOKEN_POOL at a constant rate, increase of packet rejections will automatically reduce packet deflections at the sources. The token arrival rate \( A_T \) in general is one token per timeslot but can be set to other values to refine the control of packet injection. For example, we can set \( A_T = 2 \), \( P = 3 \) to have the equivalent effect of \( A_T = 1 \), \( P = 1.5 \).

The token-bucket-based approach offers a simple and flexible way to control packet injections. For example, it becomes strict packet control if we set POOL_SIZE = 0 and \( P > 0 \), and no packet control if POOL_SIZE > 0 and \( P = 0 \). In general, a large \( P \) lowers the end-to-end delay but increases the local packet rejections at the sources. Large POOL_SIZE reduces the local packet retransmissions but causes large end-to-end delay. With proper settings of POOL_SIZE and \( P \), the performance of the proposed method can be similar to that of normal deflection routing when loading is low and that of strict packet injection control when the loading is high. We will continue the discussion in Section IV-B.

III. PERFORMANCE OF MULTICHANNEL DEFLECTION ROUTING

We only show the derivation of analytical model for deflection-routed networks with strict packet injection control because the model without packet injection control has already been reported in [29]. Note that independency between timeslots is the main assumption required in the analytical modeling. Token-bucket-based packet injection control can cause high dependency between timeslots on output channels of nodes. We omit the analytical model for token-bucket-based method because of its inaccurate results. As no packet injection control and strict packet injection control can be treated as the two extreme cases of token-bucket-based packet injection control, an alternative is to use the results from the two analytical models (no control and strict control) as the performance bounds when discussing the performance of token-bucket-based packet injection control.

A. The network model

For illustration convenience, we adopted the terminologies of a WDM-based deflection-routed network. The results are also applicable to TSI-based deflection-routed networks. In the analytical performance model, the multichannel network is slotted. It has \( N \) nodes with arbitrary topology and \( W \) wavelength channels per link. One important feature of deflection-routed networks is that once a packet is admitted into the network, it will no longer be dropped [1]. To provide this packet lossless feature, the requirements of slotted deflection-routed networks introduced in Section II-A are assumed. Different nodes can have different degrees, i.e., numbers of input/output
links. Packets are checked timeslot by timeslot at the input links of a node to determine whether the packets should be received or forwarded to the output links (for transit packets). A destination node with \( K \)-degree can receive up to \( K W \) packets per timeslot. However, we assume there are at most \( M \) local packets per timeslot generated at each node regardless of the node degree. Generally, \( M \) should not be larger than \( W \) times the minimum node degree of the network. Otherwise, the system will be easily congested. Conceptually, local packets are inserted into a node at each timeslot through a local fiber link with \( M \) wavelength channels. On the average, \( \rho_{z,v} \) (0 \( \leq \rho_{z,v} \leq 1 \)) packets arrived in a timeslot on each channel of the local fiber link of Node \( z \), where \( z = 1, \ldots, N \). We assume that a fraction \( \alpha_{z,v} \) of the packets from the user(s) connected to Node \( z \) are sent to Node \( v \), where \( \alpha_{z,v} = 0 \) and \( \sum \alpha_{z,v} = 1 \).

Local packets in different channels or timeslots of the local link are independent of each other. For networks without packet injection control, the node will insert all local packets into the network if the total number of transit packets and local packets is not larger than the number of output channels, i.e., \( KW \) channels of a \( K \)-degree node. For networks with strict packet injection control, however, only those local packets with their preferred output links available will be processed even if other output links are available. In either case, if the number of local packets exceeds the number of available output channels, some of the local packets will be randomly rejected from entering the source node, i.e., no source buffering is assumed. Note that we assume the rejected local packets will be kept at the user’s machines and retransmitted to the source nodes a random time later. The detailed local packet retransmission model is provided in Section III-B3.

Each packet contains sufficient information for a node to determine the most suitable output link for the packet. We assume full wavelength conversion at the nodes. If more than one channel is available at the packet’s preferred output link, a node will assign the packet to one of the channels at random. Similarly, all deflected transit packets and the deflected local packets (in networks without packet injection control) will be randomly assigned (deflected) to any available output channel. Note that randomized packet deflections do not only provide fairness between packets of different destinations but also the most handy way to eliminate the live-lock problem, i.e., endless packet circulation in the network [30], [31]. It provides probabilistic livelock free guarantee, i.e., deflected packets have probability one of being finally deflected to destinations but no deterministic travelling time guarantee [13], [30], [31]. Other methods such as prioritizing packets by age may be used if deterministic livelock guarantee is desired [15], [17].

\[ \text{B. The analytical performance model} \]
\[ \text{1) The throughput–delay performance} \]

For a channel at input link \( I_i \) of Node \( z \), \( \ell_{z,i}(v) \) is defined as the probability of finding a packet destined for Node \( v \) in the channel, where \( z \) and \( v \) can be any node of the network, \( i = 1, \ldots, K_z \), and \( K_z \) is the degree of Node \( z \). The throughput \( TH(v) \) of Node \( v \) is the average number of packets that Node \( v \) receives from all input links in a timeslot. \( TH(v) \) can be computed as

\[ TH(v) = W \times \sum_{z=1}^{K} \ell_{z,i}(v) \quad (1) \]

Note that Node \( v \) receives packets from all other nodes in the network. Since packets will not be lost once inside a deflection-routed network, \( TH(v) \) in the steady state will be equal to the average total number of local packets entering the network per time unit from all other nodes destined for Node \( v \). Therefore, Little’s Law [32] will be a handy tool to compute the end-to-end packet travelling delay [3], [12-14]. Considering the whole network as a virtual queue with packets entering the virtual queue from all other nodes and leaving the virtual queue through Node \( v \), we can compute the average end-to-end packet travelling delay \( \text{DELAY}(v) \) from all other nodes to Node \( v \) as (the per unit time average total number of packets in network destined for Node \( v \)) / \( TH(v) \), or

\[ \text{DELAY}(v) = \text{TH}(v)^{-1} \times W \times \sum_{z=1}^{K} L_z(i) \ell_{z,i}(v) \quad (2) \]

where \( L_z(i) \) is the length (from the upstream node connecting to Node \( z \) with input link \( I_i \), in number of timeslots) of input link \( I_i \) of Node \( z \), and \( W \times \sum_{z=1}^{K} L_z(i) \ell_{z,i}(v) \) is the total number of packets destined for Node \( v \) at the \( W \) channels of input link \( I_i \) of Node \( z \). \( \text{DELAY}(v) \) is the average delay of the mixed packets from all other nodes destined for Node \( v \). Equation (2) can also compute the average number of hops from all nodes to Node \( v \) if we set \( L_z(i) = 1 \) for all input links of all nodes.

Note that Little’s Law provides the average packet delay only and it requires no packet loss inside the network. If we need the packet delay distribution or if packets may be lost inside the network, other approaches such as Markov chain modeling [4], [8] and packet age [15], [17] may be used but the computational requirement of these approaches will grow rapidly with network size.

\[ \text{2) The aggregated traffic method} \]

From Eqs. (1) and (2), we can determine the throughput–delay performance of a multichannel deflection-routed network if we can solve the packet distribution probability \( \ell_{z,i}(v) \) on all input links. To solve \( \ell_{z,i}(v) \), the straightforward way is to define \( \eta_{z,i}(v) \) as the probability of finding a packet destined for \( v \) at a channel of output link \( O_z \) of Node \( z \). Surely, \( \ell_{z,k}(v) = \eta_{z,k}(v) \) if the output link \( O_z \) of Node \( z \) is connected to the input link \( I_i \) of Node \( v \). After determining all packet transfer probabilities between the input and output links of the nodes, we can then solve \( \ell_{z,i}(v) \) on all input links iteratively, i.e., the results of \( \eta_{z,k}(v) \) are substituted into \( \ell_{z,k}(v) \) for the next round computation until the difference between the outcomes of two
The same aggregated traffic $\Theta_{lk}$ will have the same transfer and deflection probabilities from input to output even if their destinations are different. For each input link $I_l$, we define $X_{z,l}(k, k)$ as the probability of packets included in the traffic $\Theta_{lk}$ to be successfully transferred to their preferred output link $O_k$, and $X_{z,l}(k, h)$ as that of those to be deflected to an available output link $O_h \neq O_k$, i.e., joining the packets in traffic $\Phi^{(l)}_{k,h}$. Let the indicator function $g_{z,l}(v) = 1$ if output link $O_l$ of Node $z$ is the preferred output link of packets with destination $v$. Otherwise, $g_{z,l}(v) = 0$. Using the indicator function $g_{z,l}(v)$, we can represent the aggregated traffic probabilities without using the destination set $C_z(k)$, e.g., $\phi^{(l)}_{k,h} = X_{z,l}(k,x)\sum_{i=1}^N \ell_{z,l}(v)g_{z,l}(v)$. After rewriting the busy probability of a timeslot on an output link $x$ of Node $z$ in terms of $X_{z,l}(k,x)$ and $g_{z,l}(v)$, we can derive the traffic distribution for a packet with destination $v$ on an output link $O_l$ as

$$
\eta_{z,l}(v) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_l} \frac{M}{W} X_{z,l}(k,x)\rho_{z,l,\alpha} + \sum_{i=1}^{K_l} X_{z,l}(k,x)\ell_{z,l}(v) g_{z,l}(v),
$$

(3)

Note that $O_l$ can be equal or not equal to $O_k$. $\rho_{z,l,\alpha}$ is the probability of having a local packet with destination $v$ in a timeslot of a channel on Node $z$’s local fiber link. As local packets from the $M$ channels of the local fiber link will be randomly sent to the $W$ channels of an output link, we add a factor of $M/W$ to the local packet traffic in Eq. (3) for computing $\eta_{z,l}(v)$. Note that

$$
\sum_{i=1}^{K_l} X_{z,l}(k,x) = 1
$$

for $i \neq 0$, but

$$
\sum_{k=1}^{K_l} X_{z,l}(k,0,x) \leq 1
$$

. This is because all transit packets will be transferred to Node $z$’s output links though some of them may not have obtained their preferred outputs. However, local packets will be rejected from entering into the network if all output links have been occupied by the transit packets.

To derive the $X_{z,l}(k,x)$ and $X_{z,l}(k,k)$ shown in Eq. (3), we first solve $r_{z,l,\alpha}$, the fraction of all local packets arriving at Node $z$ to have output preference $O_l$, $j = 1, \ldots, K_l$, $r_{z,0}$, in a system with packet injection control will depend on the final steady state traffic condition on links of the network and cannot be directly solved from $\alpha_{z,c}$. We will therefore first discuss the model for solving $r_{z,0,l}$ in Section III-B3 for systems with strict packet injection control. To simplify the presentation in the following derivation of the performance models, we will omit the sub-script index of Node $z$ in the equations, e.g., we will write $\ell_i(v)$ and $X_i(k, k)$ instead of $\ell_{z,i}(v)$ and $X_{z,i}(k,k)$.

3) Local packet generation model

Deflection-router network performance analysis typically assumes that the local packet arrival (generation) rate $p_0$ per timeslot is constant [3], [4], [8], [12-17]. Also, the destination distribution $\alpha_i$ (or the ratios of local packets’ output preferences $r_{i,0}$) of local packets does not change during the performance evaluation. Since local packets have lower priority than transit packets, they will not be assigned an output if the outputs are
not sufficient for both kinds of packets. In such cases, the local packets will be rejected from entering the source nodes if either there is no source buffer [3], [4], [8], [12-14], or the source buffers are full [15], [17]. For data communication networks, however, all rejected local packets in principle must be resent to the system to ensure no data loss. Hence, a reasonable interpretation should be the local packet generation model shown in Fig. 3. The rejected local packets are actually kept at the user machines and are resent to the source node but the total transmission process of local packets (the local packets in Fig. 3 including newly generated and retransmitted local packets) to the source node remains unchanged with the assumption that the inter-packet time and the average packet transmission rate \( \rho \) are already set by constraints such as channel and processing capacities. We therefore define \( \beta_j = \sum_{n \in C(j)} \alpha_n \) as the original fraction of output preference \( O \) of the newly generated packets. \( r_{0,j} \) is the ratio of output preferences of all local packets (including the newly generated and retransmitted ones) submitted to the node. \( \gamma_j \) is the fraction of output preferences of the accepted local packets that have been transferred into the system. 

For networks with strict packet injection control, a node will inject a local packet into the network only if a channel in the preferred output link is available. Owing to the different packet injection control, \( r_{0,j} \) and \( \gamma_j \) should always be equal to \( \beta_j \). Essentially, if the local packets with output preference \( O \) encounter different rejection rate than others, the output preference fraction \( r_{0,j} \) of the local packets must take a value such that the output preference fraction \( \gamma_j \) of the accepted packets will remain the same as that of the newly generated packets \( \beta_j \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, K \). Therefore, we can derive the required \( r_{0,j} \) from the requirement of \( \gamma_j = \beta_j \).

We define \( \tau \) as the success probability of all local packets in Fig. 3 with output preference \( O \) to be sent into the network, i.e., \( (1 - \tau_j) \) is rejection rate of the packets. As \( (\gamma_j / \gamma_i) = (\beta_j / \beta_i) \), we have \( (r_{0,j} \gamma_j / \rho_{0,j} \tau_j) / (r_{0,i} \gamma_i) = (\beta_j / \beta_i) \). For networks with strict packet injection control, the success probability \( \tau \) is equal to \( X_0(j,i) \). We have

\[
r_{0,j} = \frac{\tau_j \beta_j}{\rho \beta K} r_{0,K}, \text{ for } j = 1, \ldots, K - 1.
\]

As \( r_{0,1} + \cdots + r_{0,K} = 1 \), we further have

\[
r_{0,K} = \left(1 + \frac{\tau_j \beta_j}{\rho \beta K} \sum_{j=1}^{K-1} \tau_j \right)^{-1}
\]

Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we can compute and update the local packet output preference ratios \( r_{0,j} \) in each iteration when solving for the throughput and delay performance of deflection-routed networks with strict packet injection control. Once all \( r_{0,j} \) have been solved, it is easy to compute \( \rho_{0,v} (\rho_{2,v}) \) for Eq. (3)). For Node \( z \), assuming \( O_z \) is the preferred output link of packets with destination \( v \), i.e., \( v \in C(j) \), we have

\[
\rho_{0,v} = \rho_{0,j} \frac{\alpha_j \beta_j}{\beta_j}.
\]

The number of retransmissions of local packets with output preference \( O \) in the user machine is a geometric random variable (of failures before the first success) with success probability \( \tau \). Hence, the average number of retransmissions of a local packet in the user machine before being admitted into the network can be simply computed by

\[
\Lambda = \sum_{j=1}^{K} \frac{\beta_j}{\tau_j} (1 - \tau_j)
\]

where \( \tau \) is equal to \( X_0(j,i) \) as we discussed in Eqs. (4) and (5).

For networks without packet injection control, local packets with different destinations will encounter the same rejections. The packet retransmission will not change the output preference ratios of local packets from the newly generated packets, i.e., \( r_{0,j} = \beta_j \) and \( \gamma_j = \beta_j \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, K \). Assuming constant ratios between local packets, an analytical model for no packet injection control has already been developed in [29]. Eq. (7) for a system without packet injection control will reduce to \( \Lambda = (1 - \tau_j) / \tau \) where \( \tau = \tau_j = \sum_{i=1}^{K} X_0(j,k) \) for any \( 1 \leq j \leq K \).

4) The transfer probabilities of transit packets

Transfer probability \( X(i,k) \) with \( i \neq 0 \) is simply the ratio of the \( \Theta_{i,k} \) traffic that can be transferred to output link \( O_k \). In Fig. 2, \( X(1, 1) \) is equal to \( (l \Theta_{1,1} - l \Phi_{1,1}^1 - l \Phi_{1,1}^2) / l \Theta_{1,1} \), where \( l \) is the average number of packets per timeslot of traffic \( x \) on a specified link. Assuming that packets in different timeslots and different wavelength channels are independent of each other, the number of transit packets arriving at input link \( I_k \) of a \( K \)-degree Node \( z \) in a slot time will be a binomial random variable of mean \( W \rho \), where \( W \) is the number of wavelength channels per link and \( \rho \) is a bernoullian random variable of mean \( W \rho_{r,ik} \), where \( r_{ik} \) is the fraction of transit packets having output preference \( O \) on input link \( I \).

We only need to consider the interactions between transit packets when computing \( X(i,k) \) because local packets do not affect channel reservation of transit packets. We define \( m_{ik} \) as
where 0 \leq m_{all} \leq W. Hence, a total of \( m_{all,k} = m_{1,k} + + + m_{x,k} \) packets (from aggregated traffics \( \Theta_{i,k} \) to \( \Theta_{x,k} \)) will contend for the \( W \) output channels of \( O_i \). The probability of any packet being blocked from entering output link \( O_i \) can be computed as

\[
B_i = \max(0, 1 - Wm_{all})
\]

We further define \( m_{0}(i) = (m_{1,1}, m_{2,1}, \ldots, m_{K,1}) \) as the status vector showing the output preference distribution of the packets on input link \( I_i \). The probability distribution of \( m_{0}(i) \) will be a multinomial distribution. As we mentioned before, the number of transit packets arriving at \( I_i \) in a timeslot \( m_{all} = m_{1,1} + + + m_{x,k} \) is a binomial random variable of mean \( Wp_i \), i.e.,

\[
P_i(m_{all}) = \binom{W}{m_{all}} p_i^{m_{all}} (1 - p_i)^{W-m_{all}},
\]

where \( 0 \leq m_{all} \leq W \). The probability of having \( m_{ij} \) transit packets at input link \( I_i \) to have output preference \( O_j \) (\( j = 1 \to K \)) can therefore be written as

\[
F_i(m_{0}(i)) = P_i(m_{all}) \times \frac{m_{all}}{m_{1,1} \cdots m_{K,1}} \times \prod_{k=1}^{K} \frac{r_{i,k}^{m_{all,k}}}{m_{all,k}}
\]

where \( \sum m_{0}(i) = 1 \) for an input \( I_i \). The average amount of traffic \( \Theta_{i,k} \) that can be successfully transferred to output link \( O_k \) under all conditions can be written as

\[
\sum_{m_{all} \leq W} \sum_{m_{all}} (1 - B_k) m_{all} \prod_{k=1}^{K} F_i(m_{0}(i))
\]

As \( \|\Theta_{i,k}\| = Wp_i r_{i,k} \), we can simply write \( X_i(k, k) \) with \( i \neq 0 \) as

\[
X_i(k, k) = \frac{1}{Wp_i r_{i,k}} \sum_{m_{all} \leq W} \sum_{m_{all}} (1 - B_k) m_{all} \prod_{k=1}^{K} F_i(m_{0}(i)), \tag{8}
\]

In principle, we may similarly derive \( X_i(k, h) \) because it is by definition equal to \( 1 - \Phi_{i,k}^{(i)} \|\Theta_{i,k}\| \). To solve \( \Phi_{i,k}^{(i)} \|\Theta_{i,k}\| \), however, we have to consider the status of all output links instead of only \( O_k \) and \( O_h \). For example, one can observe that both \( \Phi_{i,k}^{(i)} \|\Theta_{i,k}\| \) and \( \Phi_{i,k}^{(i)} \|\Theta_{i,k}\| \) in Fig. 2 will change with \( \Theta_{i,2,2} \) and \( \Theta_{i,3,3} \) under the relatively simple case of local packets having only output preference of \( O_i \). Following the style of Eq. (8), we can write \( X_i(k, h) \) with \( i \neq 0 \) for \( h \neq k \) as

\[
X_i(k, h) = \frac{1}{Wp_i r_{i,k}} \sum_{m_{all} \leq W} \sum_{m_{all}} m_{all} B_k U_h \prod_{k=1}^{K} F_i(m_{0}(i)), \tag{9}
\]

where \( U_h \) is the probability for the blocked packets from output \( O_h \) to be deflected to \( O_h \). Note that \( U_h \) is independent of the outputs blocking the packets but depends on the ratio of the unreserved channel capacities of the output links. To derive \( U_h \), we need to know the number of channels unreserved by all packets (transit and local) for each output \( O_h \). This is equal to \( \max(0, W - q_j - m_{all}) \), where \( q_j \) is the number of accepted local packets with output preference \( O_j \). If \( m_{0}(i) \) is defined as the number of local packets with output preference \( O_j \) generated at Node \( z \)’s local fiber link, \( q_j \) will be smaller than or equal to both \( m_{0}(i) \) and the number of channels on \( O_j \) not reserved by transit packets, i.e., \( q_j \leq u_i = \min(m_{0,1}, \max(0, W - m_{all})) \) for \( j = 1, \ldots, K \). Note that the probability distribution of \( m_{0}(i) \) is equal to \( \Phi_{i,k}^{(i)} \|\Theta_{i,k}\| \) similarly to that of \( m_{0}(i) \) and \( F_i(m_{0}(i)) \) in Eq. (8), i.e.,

\[
F_i(m_{0}(i)) = \sum_{m_{all}} (1 - B_k) m_{all} \prod_{k=1}^{K} F_i(m_{0}(i))
\]

where \( M \) is the number of channels in the node’s local fiber link, and \( m_{0,all} \) is the total number of local packets. We define \( q = (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_K) \) as the vector showing the status of a node’s accepted local packets. \( Q(q(m_{0}(i), C)) \) is the probability to have a specified \( q \) in a system conditioned on \( m_{0}(i) \) when the total available output channel capacity \( C \) is smaller than the number of local packets. \( Q(q(m_{0}(i), C)) \) can be computed as

\[
Q(q(m_{0}(i), C)) = \left( \prod_{j=1}^{K} \left( U_j + + + U_K \right)^{-1} \right) C
\]

We further define \( S(u, C) \) as the possible set of \( q \) for a specified upper bound value vector \( u = (u_1, \ldots, u_K) \) when the number of available output channels is \( C \). The probability \( U_h \) then becomes

\[
U_h = \sum_{m_{all} \leq M} \left( F_i(m_{0}(i)) \sum_{q \in S(u, C)} \prod_{j=1}^{K} q_j \right)
\]

where \( \omega \) is defined as the ratio of the number of unreserved channels of output link \( O_h \) to the total number of unreserved channels on all output links, i.e.,

\[
\omega_h = \frac{\max(0, W - q_h - m_{all})}{m_{0,all}}
\]

For a 3-degree node with \( W = 4 \), \( m_{0}(i) = (2, 1, 1), m_{1}(i) = (1, 1, 2), m_{2}(i) = (0, 1, 2) \) and \( m_{3}(i) = (0, 0, 3) \), the node can accept only two local packets due to its ten transit packets. Hence, the possible set of \( q \) will be \{1, 1, 0\}, \( \{0, 2, 0\} \) for \( u = (2, 1, 0) \). \( Q(q(m_{0}(i), C)) \) and \( \omega \) will be \{\( \frac{2}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, 0\)\}, \( \{2, 2, 0\} \) if \( q = (0, 1, 0) \) and \( (2, 0, 0) \), respectively.

5) The transfer probabilities of local packets

The lower priority of local packets in output channel reservation complicates the expression of \( X_i(k, k) \). Let \( n_q = \min(W, m_{all,i}) \) be the number of channels on \( O_q \) reserved by transit packets. The probability of \( n_q \) channels at output link \( O_q \) is \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), having been reserved by transit packets when the total number of transit packets is \( m_{trans} = m_{1,all} + + + m_{K,all} \) can be computed from the arrival probability distributions \( F_i(m_{0}(i)) \) of the transit packets as

\[
R(n, m_{trans}) = \sum_{m_{all}} \prod_{i=1}^{K} F_i(m_{0}(i)). \tag{11}
\]

To simplify the notations of Eq. (11), we have defined \( n = (n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_K) \). \( T(n, m_{trans}) \) is the set of combinations of \( m_{0}(i) \) when \( n_q \) output channels of \( O_q \) have been reserved by a total of \( m_{trans} \) transit packets. In
networks with strict packet injection control, the average number of local packets being transferred to $O_k$ is the sum of $q_k$ under all arrival situations of transit and local packets. We can therefore have the probability $X_0(k, k)$ of a local packet successfully obtaining its preferred output link $O_k$ as

$$X_0(k, k) = \frac{1}{M \rho_0} \sum_{m_{0,0} = 0}^{M} \left[ F_0(m_{0,0}) \sum_{m_{0,0} = 0}^{M} \sum_{m_{0,0} = 0}^{M} \left[ r(n, m_{0,0}) \sum_{q \in S(n, m_{0,0})} \left[ q_k q_{(k, x)} \right] \right] \right].$$

Note that the $F_0(k, x)$ of Eqs. (12) should be computed by Eqs. (4) and (5) in Section III-B. As we discussed before, $|\Phi_{k, h}| = 0$ with strict packet injection control because there is no blocked local packet deflected from any output link. Hence, for all $h \neq k$, we have

$$X_0(k, h) = 0 \quad (13)$$

6) **Numerical solution of the probabilities**

We have a set of $O(NK^5)$ nonlinear equations but we are seldom able to solve them exactly unless both $N$ and $K$ are small. Therefore, fixed-point iteration approach is used to numerically solve the equations [33]. The procedure of obtaining the throughput performance of deflection-routed networks is as follows:

1. Initialize the values of $\rho_0, \alpha_{x,i}$, and $\beta_{x,i}$ for all nodes (each Node $z$, $z = 1, \ldots, N$) in the network as described in Section III-B.
2. Initialize $\ell_{z,i}(x) = 0$ for all links of all nodes.
3. Initialize $X_{z,i}(k, x) = 0$ for all nodes.
4. Assign prev$_{X_{z,i}(k, x)} = X_{z,i}(k, x)$ for all nodes.
5. Update $r_{z,i,k}$ for all nodes using Eqs. (4) and (5).
6. Update $r_{z,i,k}$ for all nodes as described in Section III-B.
7. Compute the new values of $X_{z,i}(k, x)$ node by node using Eqs. (8) to (13).
8. Update $\eta_{z,i}(x) (\ell_{z,i}(x))$ for each link of each node in the network using Eqs (3) and (6).
9. Compare the difference between prev$_{X_{z,i}(k, x)}$ and $X_{z,i}(k, x)$ for all nodes. If the maximum difference among them is not smaller than a predefined error tolerance, go to Step 4.
10. Compute the throughput-delay performance of each node using Eqs. (1) and (2).

As the fixed-point iteration approach is used to numerically obtain the results, the convergence time (number of iterations) required for $X_{z,i}(k, x)$ to approach their final values will dominate the throughput-delay computation. Like other network performance evaluations using fixed-point methods [33], the model will take longer to converge in some situations such as large network size, irregular topology, high system loading, and non-uniform traffic distribution. For the networks used in Section IV, however, the proposed model requires only several tens of iterations to obtain the results.

### IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

#### A. Accuracy of the models

We use simulations on the NSFNet (Fig. 4) network topologies to demonstrate the accuracy of the model we derived in Section III-B. In the simulations, we make all the assumptions of the network model in Section III-A, i.e., random packet arrivals, deflections, and retransmissions. Since the analytical model in Section III-B further makes other assumptions such as independent transit traffic and the local packet generation, it will not provide the correct result if such assumptions are not correct. Hence, we can therefore also verify the correctness of such assumptions made in Section III-B. Minimum hop count routing is used to assign the packets’ desired output links for each node. At a source node, a newly generated packet (please refer to Fig. 3) will randomly select one destination from the rest of the nodes. The link propagation time is proportional to the link length with a minimum of 20 units in NSFNet. Figures 5 to 6 show the analytical and simulation throughput to end-to-end delay curves of the deflection routings. The analytical results of strict packet injection control in Fig. 6 are from Section III-B. Those with no packet injection control in Fig. 5 are from the model reported in [29], and are included for comparison. In the figures, the end-to-end delay is in number of hops, i.e., the number of links a packet passed before arriving at its destination. Hence, we can have a comparison of the end-to-end delay performance even if the topology and link propagation delay of the networks are different. The normalized throughput is the total number of packets received by the nodes in a timeslot divided by the number of nodes $N$ and the number of channels per link $W$. The maximum number of local packet arrivals per node $M$ is equal to $2W$, where $2$ is the minimum node degree of NSFNet. Hence, each of the $2W$ channels of the node’s fiber link will generate a local packet per timeslot in the node with probability (loading) $\rho_0$. We increase the loading $\rho_0$ from 0.01 to 1.0, and record the throughput and end-to-end delay values. Note that the recorded throughput in principle can be larger than 1 (but must not be larger than $M/W = 2$) according its definition though we have not observed this in the simulation results.
In Figs. 5 and 6, the curves with pluses, crosses, circles, and squares are the results from networks with one, two, three, and four channels per link, respectively. We use solid curves for analytical results, and dashed curves for simulations. From the figures, the results from the analytical models generally match those of simulations very well. It shows that the traffics in different links are almost independent of each other regardless of the network topologies (we have observed similar results in 4 × 4 MSN [34]), and the number of wavelength channels per link. As shown in Fig. 5 (Fig. 6), we will have around 0.92/0.73 ≈ 26% (0.93/0.81 ≈ 15%) maximum throughput improvement if we send data using four 10 Gbps channels per link instead of with a single 40 Gbps channel per link.

B. Performance improvement with packet injection controls

Comparing Figs. 5 and 6, we observe that strict packet injection control can significantly improve the system throughput for the same end-to-end delay for all values of W though the improvement decreases with the increase of W because systems will have smaller number of defections per packet when W is large. However, the performance comparison will be incomplete if we do not consider the number of retransmissions encountered by local packets at the sources (please refer to Fig. 3). To show the features of different packet injection control methods, we focus on the performance evaluation of single channel (W = 1) deflection-routed networks. The numbers of local packet retransmissions in systems with and without packet injection control are obtained from both Eq. (7) and simulations. The throughput, end-to-end delay, and retransmission results for the token-bucket-based packet injection control are only from simulations.

In Fig. 7, the curves with pluses and crosses are the throughput to local packet retransmission curves of NSFNet topology networks with normal deflection routing and that with strict packet injection control, respectively. The curves with squares, triangles and hexagrams are those of deflection routing with token-bucket-based packet injection control of POOL_SIZE = 6, P = 2, 4 and 6, respectively. The curves with circles, diamonds and pentagrams are those of POOL_SIZE = 48, P = 2, 4 and 6, respectively. In the simulation, we assume that the token-bucket-based packet injection control counter TOKEN_POOL increases at a rate A = 0.15 per timeslot until it reaches the value of POOL_SIZE.

From Fig. 7, normal deflection routing has smaller local
packet retransmission rate than that of strict packet injection control if the throughput is below a threshold, e.g., 0.69. It has almost no local packet retransmissions at the user machines when the throughput is low, e.g., 0.4. Thus, in general, strict packet injection control should only be used in high throughput (system loading) range though it has much better end-to-end throughput-delay performance than that of normal deflection routing. Surely, strict packet injection control can also be used in the low throughput range if the link propagation delay is much larger than the time between packet retransmissions at the user machines because the end-to-end delay has dominated the total delay.

The packet retransmission rates of token-bucket-based packet injection control are between that of normal deflection routing and that of strict packet injection control when the throughput is below the threshold value, e.g., 0.69 in Fig. 7. It has larger values for small POOL_SIZE and large P (e.g., TB 6,4 has larger retransmission rate than TB 48,4 and TB 6,4 has larger retransmission rate than TB 6,2 in Fig. 7) and then becomes similar to that of strict packet injection control when throughput increases. In the heavily loaded systems, however, the token-bucket-based packet injection control with small P can have larger packet retransmission rates than that of large P, e.g., TB 6,2 has larger retransmission rate than TB 6,6 in Fig. 7 when throughput is above 0.69. This phenomenon is caused by the mixture of two kinds of local packet rejections, i.e., the first is caused by lack of tokens and the second by no available output. Figure 8 shows the two kinds of rejections (W = 1) of the NSFNet topology (Fig. 4) network with token-bucket-based packet injection control of POOL_SIZE = 6 and P = 2, 3. A token-bucket-based injection control with larger P will have a larger portion of rejection of the first kind. Although it has larger portion of rejection of the first kind, the increasing rate of rejection of the second kind with the throughput increase is smaller because rejections of the first kind will automatically reduce the number of deflected packets being sent into the network, as we discussed in Section II-B. The retransmissions in Fig. 7 are caused by both kinds of rejections and therefore can have small values with larger P at high throughput values. To determine the proper working parameters of token-bucket-based injection control method, we further check its throughput to end-to-end delay performance.

From Fig. 9, all token-bucket-based packet injection control systems have throughput-delay curves between that of normal deflection routing and that of strict packet injection control. In contrast with retransmission rates, their end-to-end delays increase with large POOL_SIZE and small P. Moreover, the delay decreases when throughput is above a threshold value, e.g., 0.45 for TB 48,6. As we have mentioned in Section II-B, both packet rejection and deflection at source consume P tokens from TOKEN_POOL. As long as tokens arrive at TOKEN_POOL at a constant rate, the increase in local packet rejection will automatically reduce the packet deflections. Hence, increasing the throughput (system loading) will increase the local packet rejections and therefore reduce the packet deflections at source, i.e., it shortens the end-to-end delay as shown in Fig. 9. Using a large P will have lower end-to-end delay but also more local packet rejections at the sources in low throughput range. On the other hand, large POOL_SIZE can reduce required local packet retransmissions at user machines but at the expense of more deflected packets in the network, i.e., larger end-to-end delay. A rule of thumb for choosing these values is needed.

Figure 10 shows the six end-to-end delay curves (P = 1, …, 6) of a deflection-routed NSFNet network using token-bucket-based packet injection control when POOL_SIZE is increasing from 6 to 450. The system will have throughput 0.54 if it is without packet injection control, i.e., the largest throughput of normal deflection routing in the stable region of Fig. 7. From Fig. 10, one can observe that the curves with different P values will have marked differences in end-to-end delay compared to the increments caused by increasing POOL_SIZE. According to this observation, we may first choose a large P to minimize the end-to-end delay and then use a large value of POOL_SIZE to reduce the retransmissions to an acceptable value, e.g., the token-bucket-based injection control with POOL_SIZE = 48 and P = 6 as shown in Figs. 7 and 9.
V. CONCLUSION

In packet-switched networks with limited or no buffers, deflection routing is one of the feasible approaches for output contention resolution. In this paper, we propose to combine multichannel approach with packet injection control to improve the performance of deflection-routed networks. Two methods, strict and token-bucket-based packet injection control have been proposed and discussed. To simplify the performance evaluation, the analytical performance model of strict packet injection control on multichannel deflection-routed networks is derived. From the results of simulations and analytical performance models, we observe that the proposed simple packet injection control methods can improve the end-to-end throughput-delay and packet re-transmission performance without substantially increasing the network implementation complexity.
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APPENDIX – LIST OF SYMBOLS

- \( B_k \) the probability of any packet being blocked from entering output link \( O_k \)
- \( C_z(k) \) the set of destinations for those packets at Node \( z \) requesting output link \( O_k \) of Node \( z \)
- \( \text{DELAY}(v) \) the average packet end-to-end travelling delay from all other nodes to Node \( v \)
- \( F_i(m_0) \) the probability distribution of the status vector \( m_0 \) of input link \( I_i \), i.e., \( \sum m_0 F_i(m_0) = 1 \).
- \( g_{z,i}(v) \) Indicator variable. It is equal to 1 if output link \( O_k \) of Node \( z \) is the preferred output link of packets with destination \( v \); otherwise, it is equal \( 0 \).
- \( K \) the degree of a node
- \( K_v \) the degree of Node \( v \)
- \( L_{z}(i) \) the length (in number of timeslots) of input link \( I_i \) of Node \( z \)
- \( M \) the maximum number of local packets that can arrive at a node per timeslot
- \( m_{all,k} \) the total number of packets arriving at all input link \( I_i \) at a timeslot for the output \( O_k \)
- \( m_{zk} \) the number of packets from aggregated traffic \( \Theta_{z,k} \) at a particular timeslot
- \( m_{all} \) the total number of packets arriving at input link \( I_i \) in a timeslot
- \( m_{trans} \) the total number of transit packets
- \( m_{ijk} \) the status vector \( (m_{i1}, m_{i2}, \ldots, m_{ik}) \) showing the output preference distribution of the transit packets on input link \( I_i \)
- \( N \) the number of nodes in network
- \( n_i \) the number of channels at output link \( O_k \) reserved by transit packets
- \( n \) the status vector \( (n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_k) \) of output link
- \( q_i \) the number of accepted local packets in a timeslot with output preference \( O_j \)
- \( q \) the status vector \( (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_k) \) showing the distribution of the node’s accepted local packets
- \( Q(q|m_0, C) \) the conditional probability of \( q \) given the upper bound of \( q \) is \( m_0 \)
- \( R(n, m_{trans}) \) the probability of \( n \) channels at output link \( O_k \), \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) being reserved by transit packets when the total number of transit packets is \( m_{trans} \)
- \( r_{i,k} \) the fraction of transit packets having output preference \( O_k \) on input link \( I_i \)
- \( r_{z,0{j}} \) the fraction of local packets arriving at Node \( z \) to have output preference \( O_j \)
- \( S(u, C) \) the possible set of \( q \) for a specified upper bound value vector \( u \) when the number of available output channels is \( C \)
- \( TH(v) \) the average number of packets Node \( v \) receives in a timeslot from all input links
- \( T(n, m_{trans}) \) the set of combinations of transit packet status vectors \( (m_{i1}, \ldots, m_{ik}) \) when reserved output link channel status vector is \( n \) and total number of transit packet is \( m_{trans} \)
- \( U_h \) the probability that a blocked transit packet is deflected to \( O_h \)
- \( u_i \) the upper bound of \( q_i \) in a strict packet injection control system
- \( u \) the upper bound vector \( (u_1, \ldots, u_K) \) for \( q \) in a strict packet injection control system
- \( W \) the number of wavelength channels per link
- \( X_z(k, h) \) the probability of packets in aggregated traffic \( \Theta_{z,k} \) to be transferred to an available output link \( O_h \)
- \( \alpha_{z,v} \) the fraction of newly generated local packets of Node \( z \) with destination of Node \( v \)
- \( \beta_i = \sum_{\omega \in \Theta_{z,k}} \alpha_{z,v} \) the fraction of the newly generated packets with output preference \( O_j \)
- \( \gamma_j \) the fraction of accepted local packets with output preference \( O_j \)
- \( \eta_{z,1}(v) \) the probability of finding a packet destined for Node \( v \) at a channel of output link \( O_i \) of Node \( z \)
- \( \rho_l \) the average timeslot utilization of transit packets on input link \( I_i \)
- \( \rho_{z,0} \) the probability of having a local packet in a timeslot of a channel on Node \( z \)’s local fiber link
- \( \rho_{z,0,v} \) the probability of having a local packet with destination \( v \) in a timeslot of a channel on Node \( z \)’s local fiber link
- \( \ell_{z,1}(v) \) the probability of finding a packet destined for Node \( v \) at a channel of input link \( I_i \) of Node \( z \)
- \( \tau \) the probability of local packets with output preference \( O_j \) to be successfully sent into the network
- \( \Theta_{z,k} \) the aggregated traffic of packets from input link \( I_i \) with preferred output link \( O_k \)
- \( \omega_{z,k} \) the probability of finding a packet of aggregated traffic \( \Theta_{z,k} \) in a timeslot of a channel of link \( I_i \) of a
node $\Phi_{k,j}$ the aggregated traffic of packets from $\Theta_{k,j}$ but having been deflected to output link $O_h$ 

$\phi_{i,j}$ the probability of finding a packet of aggregated traffic $\Phi_{k,j}$ in a timeslot of a channel of output link $O_h$ of a node 

$\Lambda$ the average number of retransmissions of a local packet in the user machine before passing the node to the network 

$\omega_h$ the ratio of the number of unreserved channels of output link $O_h$ to the total number of unreserved channels on all output links
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